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Hello everyone. By the time this report
reaches you, you will already be fully
aware of the changes IK4 went through
last year. You will have seen that the
new graphic expression of the brand
is gradually being incorporated in the
Alliance’s centres as well as in its
external projection.
This fresh visual identity, which aims to better represent
what we are and what we consider we should be, is no
more than the symbol of our commitment to the shared
project, which is IK4.
This is the most visible change, but naturally it is not the
most important one since it only sets out to symbolise
the new era that has opened up in the IK4 Alliance. The
hallmark of this new era will be fixed in the Strategic Plan
2013-2016, which is currently being drawn up and which
is due to be completed in the course of this year. It aims
to establish a firm course to ply the rough seas of the
present economic situation and find ourselves in an
advantageous position once the storm has abated.
There is no doubt that this is a crucial moment for IK4.
We are all aware that living with uncertainty could well be
the natural state of things in the future. That is why it is
essential that we act with the conviction that this scenario
in no way questions our function, but simply stresses
the importance of being a driving force for progress.
We have exciting challenges ahead of us. Firstly, we have
to contribute in an increasingly decisive way towards
consolidating technological innovation as the tool for
improving the competitiveness of the industrial base
through the generation, capture and transfer of
knowledge. And secondly, we have to win this future
in an inexorably more global environment. In other
words, we have to compete with the best if we want to
be better.

Driven by these challenges, we have embarked on the
reflection process that will lead us to the drawing up of a
new strategic plan. By 2011 we had made great progress
in the quest for effective mechanisms to optimize the
results of our collaboration within the framework of the
Alliance. It is a fact that we, the IK4 centres, are in this
together, but this means we can avail ourselves of
more possibilities for improving, and for rendering a
better service to society. The new strategic plan for the
coming four years will be speaking about specialisation,
internationalisation, governance, projecting the Alliance,
and strategic environments. Addressing these challenges
efficiently will require a multiple dose of commitment to
specific plans and common objectives.
This is where one can fully appreciate the symbolic value
of the fresh visual identity of the IK4 Alliance. The reason
is that this symbol represents our commitment to the
significant work done in 2011 and to the aims that will
be established by the IK4 Strategic Plan 2013-2016,
the “road map” set to consolidate IK4 as a European
benchmark in technology applied to companies.

Jesús María Iriondo
Chairman of IK4

In a context of great economic uncertainty
like the one we find ourselves in, resorting
to concepts like success or satisfaction
can be a rather sensitive issue.
But the fact is, the results achieved by IK4 in 2011 must be
rated as positive, so we have to admit that the position of
the Alliance is one that, in general terms, we could regard
as privileged.

2011 was also an important year from the perspective of
the growth of the Alliance. LORTEK and AZTERLAN are
now full members, and their joining IK4 considerably adds
to its technological offer.

In 2011, IK4’s total revenue was in the region of 103 million
euros, 96 of which corresponded to its R+D+i activities.
About 63% of this figure comes from direct contracts with
companies, a highly significant figure which puts us in a
leading position among the Europe’s main private technology corporations.

With these new members, 1.405 people –with 21.5% of us
being PhD holders– are now part of this Alliance. So the
IK4 family is a large, highly qualified group.

As regards income from the administrations, it is worth
highlighting the increase in funding from the European
Union’s competitive programmes, which have to a certain
extent offset a slight fall in other spheres, which we trust
will return to normal over the coming years.

Jose Miguel Erdozain
CEO of IK4

It is important to stress that IK4 has obtained returns
amounting to 41 million euros, for several years, from its
participation in the EU’s 7th Framework Programme, having participated in 104 research projects and leading 18
of them. By the end of 2011 we had a total of approximately 1.500 projects ongoing, and a portfolio of active
clients numbering 833.
Equally important is the contribution of technological
know-how which IK4 makes to society from the centres
that form the Alliance. So the number of patents applied
for in 2011 was 32, and the number of patents granted
rose to 23. With them we have a total of 152 patents in
force. Last year, we also made investments to the tune of
21 million euros.

I have to acknowledge that these figures are very positive
right now, because they enable us to look towards the
future with an attitude of one who is more concerned about
opportunities than threats. The fact is, we prefer to se
these figures as the launch pad for addressing tomorrow’s
challenges. For this very reason we are putting great effort
into the new Strategic Plan, the road map that will mark
out the route for our journey over the coming years.
I pointed out at the beginning that it is not fitting that IK4
should become self-complacent. I would like to think that,
by contrast, responsibility and the spirit of commitment figure among our defining characteristics. Commitment to
ourselves, our centres, to the IK4 Alliance, to the companies we work with, and to society as a whole.
It is a commitment we must accept individually and as
a group. Because our skill in successfully overcoming
future challenges is going to depend on this capacity to
commit ourselves, to work together, and to improve on a
day-today basis.

AZTERLAN CEIT CIDETEC GAIKER IDEKO IKERLAN LORTEK TEKNIKER VICOMTECH
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Message from the President

“A time of
opportunities”

This IK4-IKERLAN yearly report, which I
have the honour of presenting to you, is a
clear example that, beyond the crisis, we
are also living in a time of opportunities.
So our Centre has taken advantage of
the significant commitment that the
Government of the Basque Autonomous
Community (region) is making in favour of
technology, so that we can develop new
knowledge that will be of use to companies.
To acquire this knowledge, we also turned
to the competitive programmes of the
Charter Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa, the
Spanish State Administration and the
European Union. Likewise, the valuable
collaboration network with top local and
international research centres continued to
be woven.
Throughout the report it becomes apparent that the same correlation exists here
in the Basque Country as in other countries: “The companies that invest in R+D
in a sustained way are also the ones that
achieve a greater presence outside, and
ride out the storms better.”
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Iñaki Aranburu
President of the Governing Council

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

The report describes cases of success
among the driving-force companies in our
economy and SMEs, showing that technology is an opportunity that small enterprises, too, can avail themselves of.
Throughout 2011, IK4-IKERLAN approached many SMEs in order to identify
opportunities for collaborating on R+D.
The significant number of opportunities
tackled confirms the need to provide
these actions with continuity.
The report describes a reality of open innovation understood as a set of opportunities
for setting up long-lasting collaboration
among companies, IK4-IKERLAN and
the local and international networks of
research centres, with the final aim always
of making our business base increasingly
competitive.

In the course of 2011, IK4-IKERLAN continued with its quality policy geared
towards client satisfaction. The commercial showcasing of patents saw particularly significant growth. A new technology-based company was set up in the
area of microtechnologies, and the foundations were established for new infrastructure for applied research into electrical
energy storage. Good professionals were
transferred to the companies and a considerable number of new working partners
joined our Centre, thus confirming IK4IKERLAN as a good opportunity for the
professional development of young researchers and technologists.

My deepest thanks go to all you companies
who find in IK4-IKERLAN an opportunity to
assist in your technological innovation
plans. I also thank the Administrations for
giving us the chance to generate new knowledge to make our companies competitive.
Thank you all of you who work at IK4IKERLAN for helping to improve the prestige of our Centre through your effort and
enthusiasm. And thank you to all you young
people who see in IK4-IKELAN a chance to
develop your professional careers.
The pages that follow bring together the
results achieved in the course of 2011 and
we trust you will find them of interest.

2011 was also the year for IK4-IKERLAN’s
fresh image which is keen to transmit to
society its commitment to contribute,
from the synergies of the Centres that
make up the IK4 Alliance, greater added
value to companies.
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02
Activities 2011

IK4-IKERLAN’s strong tradition in developing projects with companies was
throughout 2011 the main key enabling
the year to end on a positive note.
It was a year in which, in line with our market pull strategy, our clients were the
focus of our attention and established the
orientation of our transfer, Own Research,
and collaboration activities.
The Government of the Basque Autonomous Community (region) approved its
“Science, Technology and Innovation Plan
2015,” in which it expressed a clear commitment to the IK4 Alliance. This Plan identifies Energy, Transport and Mobility,
Ageing, the Digital World and the Science
Industry as the markets to concentrate on.
And Biosciences, Nanotechnologies and
Advanced Manufacturing have been earmarked as transversal capacities. These
markets and capacities taken as a whole
offer a broad field for our Centre to develop
its capacities.
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Among the investments made in 2011, the
inauguration of the laboratory for electrical
energy storage systems at the Miñano
facilities by the Spanish Secretary of State
for Innovation Juan Tomás Hernani should
be highlighted. It was attended by leading
figures in the Spanish Government, the
Government of the Basque Autonomous
Community, the Charter Provincial Council
of Alava, and the Mondragon Corporation.
I take this opportunity to thank all those
who helped to turn this Laboratory, which
supports our specialisation in this field,
into reality.
Revenue in 2011 amounted to 21.8 million
euros. 14.5 million of this corresponded to
R+D projects Under Contract with companies, and 5.8 million to our Own Research
projects, which have had the support of the
Government of the Basque Autonomous
Community, the European Union, the
Charter Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa, and
the General Spanish State Administration
(GSSA).

Javier Mendigutxia
Managing Director

ACTIVITIES 2011

Transfer activities

IK4-IKERLAN’s Own Research

Collaboration

Transfer activities with driving-force companies and SMEs have grown above what was
forecast by the Management Plan. The significant participation in the Cenit, Innpacto
and Etorgai Programmes with seven, eight
and six projects, respectively, should be
highlighted.

In the course of 2011, 21 papers were
published in SCIE indexed journals. Papers
were also given at 63 conferences.

With the incorporation of Azterlan, there are
now nine member centres in the IK4 Alliance.
In 2011 progress was made to co-ordinate all
the Centres within the Alliance’s Research,
Markets and Image. A new, more inclusive
graphic image was designed to transmit our
commitment towards contributing greater
added value from our synergies.

In 2011 contact was made with 79 SMEs, 20
of them were diagnosed and 46 technological development projects were identified.
The diagnostic work carried out during the
year had the collaboration of the SPRI
(Corporation for Industrial Promotion and
Reconversion).

In 2011 we prepared 16 research project
proposals for the European Union’s 7th
Framework Programme (7FP), and three
new projects were approved. Returns to the
tune of 5.2 million euros were secured
through these new projects.

In the healthcare sector one feature was the
setting up of the new technology-based
enterprise “POC MicroSolutions”. This company came into being in July 2011 as an initiative of IK4-IKERLAN. Its aim is to take
advantage of our strengths in microtechnologies, electronics and mechanics to design,
manufacture and sell customized systems
for in vitro molecular diagnostics on the
international markets.

As regards protecting the knowledge generated by IK4-IKERLAN, two new patents
were applied for.

A total of 13 researchers participated in
long-term exchanges with top national and
international Centres and Universities.

Collaboration continued with the Mondragon
University Faculty of Engineering in communications, digital electronics, power electronics, electric machines, electrical energy storage systems as well as the writing of PhD
theses.
Finally, it should be pointed out that in order
to complement our capacities in research, in
addition to the collaboration set up in previous years with EPFL, IMEC, ISEA, CIGIPUPV, TU-Vienna, the University of Edinburgh,
and KU of Leuven, the year saw the addition
of new collaboration agreements struck with
the University of Oviedo, the Codolab group
of the Polytechnic University of Catalonia,
and the Amade group of the University of
Gerona.
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IK4-IKERLAN’s Own Lines
of Reseach

2011 was the second year of development of IK4-IKERLAN’s Specialisation
Plan 2010-2013, during which the plan’s
hallmark was maintained. IK4-IKERLAN’s
Own Lines of Research capacity has
focussed on the centre’s six lines of research in a bid to address current and future market demands. Likewise, the network of collaborating Centres has been
reinforced to complement the Centre's
technological capacity and to bolster its
critical mass.
IK4-IKERLAN has kept up its commitment
towards making significant investments to
maintain the capacity for research of its laboratories. In this respect, the inauguration in
2011 of the laboratory for electrical energy
storage systems in its Miñano (Álava) facilities
should be highlighted.
In the general context of crisis and budget
cuts affecting the calls for public funding of
research projects, in 2011 the Centre
nevertheless managed to obtain approval for
and start up new research projects. They
include:
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• Three European projects within the 7FP,
one of which is being led by IK4-IKERLAN.
• Four projects in the call for basic Research
of the GSSA.
• Seven projects in the INNPACTO call of the
GSSA.
• Three projects in the ETORTEK call of the
Government of the Basque Autonomous
Community (region).
• One project in the Technology Plan of the
Charter Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa.
In addition, 16 proposals were submitted for the
7FP calls. They include a range of fields like
ARTEMIS, Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint
Undertaking, Nanosciences, Nanotechnologies,
Materials and new Production Technologies,
Energy-Efficient Buildings,
Green Car,
Factories of the Future and Information and
Communication Technologies.

Ana Martínez Esnaola
Research and Knowledge Director

IK4-IKERLAN’S OWN LINES OF RESEACH

In the European sphere, IK4-IKERLAN continued to participate on European forums as a
member of the Steering Board of JTI ARTEMIS,
and on the platform of EPOSS (The European
Technology Platform on Smart Systems
Integration). One of the highlights of the year
was the organising by IK4-IKERLAN and the
European Commission of the MNBS 2011 (5th
Workshop on Micro-Nano-Bio Convergence
Systems) at the Centre’s facilities.

During the year the practice of organising
exchanges between researchers from IK4IKERLAN and other top centres continued.
In this respect, 13 IKERLAN-IK4 researchers
spent periods of time at the following
Centres and Universities: The MIT in Boston,
the University of Edinburgh, the University of
Siegen, the University of Cantabria, the EPFL
of Switzerland, ISEA-RWTH of Aachen, the

University of Gerona, the University of
Stuttgart, FEMTO-ST, the ICIQ of Catalonia
and the IMEC of Leuven. IKERLAN-IK4 has
in turn received researchers from TU Vienna,
the University of Oviedo, the Jaime I
University of Castellon, the University of
Santiago de Compostela, the Spanish
National Centre for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells,
and the University of Castilla-La Mancha.

Thanks to the work carried out by the IK4IKERLAN research team, significant technological advances have been achieved. They are
described on the following pages and have
resulted in:
• The publication of 21 papers in SCIE
journals.
• The presentation of 63 papers at national
and international conferences.
• The defence of ten PhD theses and the
start of six new ones.
• The application for two new patents in the
Microsystems area.
In the course of 2011, three new collaboration
agreements were signed: with the University
of Oviedo within the line of research on electrical energy storage systems, and with the
Polytechnic Universities of Catalonia and
Gerona within the line of research into the
Design, Monitoring and Control of
Mechatronic Structures. Furthermore, collaboration was maintained with the Microgune
and energiGUNE Co-operative Research
Centres (CIC), as well as the coordination of
activities within the IK4 Alliance and with the
MU-Mondragon University’s Faculty of
Engineering (MGEP).

Lines of research of the Specialization
Plan 2010-2013
L1: Embedded Systems

●
●
●

L2: Conversion and Control
of Power Electronics
Systems

●

L3: Design, Monitoring and
Control of Mechatronic
Structures

●

L4: Microtechnologies for
in vitro Diagnostics

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

L5: Mass Product and
Service Customization

●

L6: Electrical Energy
Generation and
Storage Systems

●

●

Dependability and methodology
Reference architectures and platforms
Connectivity and middleware
High power converters
Control of converters and machines
Design of composite material structures
Structural monitoring
Control of mechatronic systems
Design of IVD architectures
Microfluidic control
Biodetection modules
Components for organic electronics
Micro-manufacturing processes
Customization of services
Product-service supply networks

Development of a SOFC stack with metal support
Electrochemical modelling
● Thermal modelling. Design of advanced refrigeration solutions
● Battery management systems
● Energy conversion systems for electrical storage applications
●

Bodies co-funding Own Research:
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03
MASS PRODUCT AND
SERVICE CUSTOMIZATION

To compete in the current and future context requires tackling the different market opportunities through innovative business models and new value proposals of services associated with the products. This line of research is developing and validating a set of tools,
methodologies and new, highly customizable ways of going about things. Their use, by
means of collaboration with different agents in the value chain, will help companies respond
to the market with a fresh offer of services that will add new value, an innovative business
strategy and a model to continuously optimize the value chain.
The following advances were made in 2011:

• PRODUCT-SERVICE BUSINESS
MODELS
Analysis, design and new business model
launching techniques were developed.
Progress was also made in the design of
innovation models of customizable services in contexts of open collaboration with
users, clients and organisations.
• DESIGN OF CUSTOMIZED
SERVICES
In this sphere, work was done to integrate the design and modelling method of
customizable services into the strategic
design model of supply networks of products and services.
• PRODUCT-SERVICE SUPPLY
NETWORKS
The following work accomplished needs to
be highlighted: the development of new
capabilities for modelling and analysing
transport logistics problems, variation in
energy costs, tariffs, exchange rates, etc.,
and their incorporation into the strategic
design model of IK4-IKERLAN’s supply
network plus their validation on a simulation platform.

Strategic design of
supply network
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• SERVICES ENGINEERING
Emphasis was placed on the development of
capabilities in the automatic processing of
services, the hybridization of optimization
techniques, the usability of user interfaces,
and the specification of architectures geared
towards service.
A feature is the applicability of these developments in the industrial sphere and in that of
services (mainly healthcare and energy) since
they enable each of the services offered on
the basis of each specification of the user to
be optimized and efficiently customised.
IK4-IKERLAN underpins its capability by its
close co-operation with top research organisations worldwide: MIT (models of customizable services); CAMBRIDGE University
(business model innovation); RWTH Aachen
University (open innovation); MIK (open innovation); the Foundation MATIA-INGEMA
Institute of Gerontology (personalisation of
new home care models); the CIGIP (Research
Centre on Production Management and
Engineer-ing)/UPV-EHU (strategic design of
supply networks); and the EHU/UPVUniversity of the Basque Country (incorporation of the concept of software product line
into product/service design).
Architecture for customizable and scalable
maintenance service

IK4-IKERLAN’S OWN LINES OF RESEACH

This line of research tackles the development of technologies that allow smarter capabilities, connectivity, environment sensorization, and dependability to be incorporated into
products.

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

The most significant results produced in 2011 were: the enrichment of the SIL3 IEC-61508
methodology for the development of dependable systems and virtualization solutions;
and advances in M2M concepts, IP ownerships for FPGAS, REST library with IEC-61850
support, and others described below:
• DEPENDABILITY AND
METHODOLOGY
Progress was made to enrich the SIL3 proprietary methodology with multiple modelling languages (system, hardware and software), automatic code generation and PiL
(Processor in the Loop) implementation. In
conceiving the systems as product families,
work was done to manage the variability of
SysML models and dependable designs
with visual editors that generate software.
• EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
ON A CHIP
A solution for the dependable partial, dynamic reconfiguration and a fault injection
environment in FPGAs (Field Programable
Gate Arrays) was achieved. One of the
applications carried out consisted of developing a cognitive RF receiver fully implemented over FPGA that dynamically selfconfigurates to adjust the transmission frequency on the basis of channel occupation
(SDR – Software Defined Radio).
• REFERENCE ARCHITECTURES

Transport demonstrator with triplicate
SIL3 platform

The following solutions were integrated into
the new version of the proprietary SIL3 platform based on INTEL’s ATOM with FPGAs
(spartan®-6): Hypervisor virtualization with
secure and non-secure partitions, IP

Ethernet switch integrated into the FPGA, realtime middleware, and various pieces of software generated with different modelling languages and tools from the same SysML design.
• CONNECTIVITY
The basic cognitive transceiver was added
to the wireless (WirelessHART) and wired
(EtherCat and TTEthernet) array of solutions
for industrial communi-cations. M2M topologies connecting embedded systems (scalable to thousands of nodes) with remote systems for information management were also
worked on.
• MIDDLEWARE
(Layer of software between the operating system
and the application).

Work continued with the DDS (Data
Distribution Service), and techniques to optimize the design of the architecture of distributed real-time systems in terms of performance and cost were tackled, thus providing
the industry with interesting benefits.
IK4-IKERLAN collaborates with TU Vienna,
the University of Edinburgh, the IK4 centres,
the Mondragon University’s Faculty of
Engineering, the University of Cantabria, and
new collaboration with the MIT (USA) is currently being specified.
Multicore demonstration platform
with hypervisor
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03
CONVERSION AND CONTROL
OF POWER ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS

The Conversion and Control of power electronics systems line explores the generation of
knowledge and technologies to develop conversion and control systems for electrical
energy involving high power, efficiency and future availability; these are set to be key elements in the evolution of sectors like transport, renewable or the power system itself. The
main fields of research in 2011 were high power converters and the control of electric
machines and converters.

• HIGH POWER CONVERTERS
The study of advanced switching topologies
and techniques for high efficiency applications was the most salient activity in high
power converters. The experimental phase
for validation in this study was carried out
using three different conversion platforms:
IK4-IKERLAN’s 8 MVA platform of IGCTs (Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristors) of
NPC (Neutral Point Clamp) topology, and two
400 kVA DC/DC platforms based on SRC
(Series Resonant Converter) and DAB (Dual
Active Bridge) topologies. Likewise, a tool
was developed to assist in the design of high
power, medium-frequency transformers
based on low-loss magnetic materials
(amorph-ous or nanocrystalline materials)
and on one of IK4-IKERLAN's Own methodologies.

400kVA Series Resonant Converter (SRC)
with high efficiency soft-switching

• CONTROL OF ELECTRIC MACHINES
AND CONVERTERS
Renewable energies.
In this field, techniques for controlling photovoltaic installations were experimentally validated by means of a virtual prototype in an
initial phase and subsequently under field
conditions.
Electric machines.
This area saw the experimental validation of
the sensorless strategy for induction motors
and railway traction applications. A comparative analysis was also carried out on
doubly fed DFIG (Doubly Fed Induction
Generator) configurations and on the PMSG
(Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine)
double conversion type with permanent
magnet machines for wind applications.
Finally, a methodology was specified to
design radial flow permanent magnet
synchronous machines, which was applied
and validated in simulation conditions by
means of a Line-Start machine.
Through this line there is collaboration on
research projects and the training of researchers with top universities like the MGEP-MU
(Mondragon
University’s
Faculty
of
Engineering), the EPFL of Lausanne, the
G2ELab of Grenoble, the UPC of Catalonia,
the IET of Aalborg and the ISEA of Aachen.

Design of a Line-Start synchronous machine based
on finite element electromagnetic analysis tools
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IK4-IKERLAN’S OWN LINES OF RESEACH

DESIGN, MONITORING
AND CONTROL OF
MECHATRONIC STRUCTURES

Structural dependability is one of the market’s main demands. Mechatronic structures are
designed so that they function properly for many years while withstanding increasingly
tougher operating conditions. That is why it is necessary to know their state of health and
functioning at all times.
To meet this demand, IK4-IKERLAN is exploring the design of composite material structures, structural monitoring, and the dynamic modelling of complex systems and advanced
control techniques. The activity deployed in 2011 was as follows:
• DESIGN OF COMPOSITE MATERIAL
STRUCTURES
The mechanical fatigue properties of
various types of fibre-reinforced composite
materials were characterised. Likewise,
one progressive fatigue damage model and
another intralaminar one that locates the
damage by applying the latest failure criteria were implemented (LaRC03 and
LaRC04). In structural adhesive joints, the
mechanical properties of the adhesive and
those of a simple overlap joint configuration were characterised.
• STRUCTURAL MONITORING
A remote platform was produced to acquire data to capture acceleration signals on a
scale model of a wind turbine tower. Using
these signals, two algorithms to detect
structural failures were compared.

Stochastic adjustment and structural damage
monitoring techniques applied to the scale
model of a wind turbine tower

In the area of algorithms, one to detect failure in sensors based on the mutual information method was also developed, and
another one is being developed to detect
and locate structural failure. A verification
and validation method was also implemented on the basis of the tower structure.

• DYNAMIC MODELLING OF COMPLEX
SYSTEMS AND ADVANCED CONTROL
TECHNIQUES FOR ON-SHORE AND
OFF-SHORE WIND TURBINES
A methodology to design, implement, validate and evaluate robust, multi-target controllers was developed. Various software
tools that assist in and automate the process to design and tune classical, robust
controllers were implemented. A virtual prototype comprising an on-board controller in
an industrial PC that communicates with
the real-time simulation of a simplified wind
turbine model was also developed. The
performance of the controllers is evaluated
by means of simulations in the cases specified in the current regulations applicable to
wind turbines.
IK4-IKERLAN is collaborating with IK4, MGEPMU-the Mondragon University's Faculty of
Engineering, the Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, the Université de Franche-Comté, the
UPV/EHU-University of the Basque Country,
the University of Stuttgart and the ESTIA (Ècole
Supérieure des Technologies Industrielles
Avancées). 2011 saw the formalising of collaboration agreements with the University of
Girona and the UPC-Polytechnic University of
Catalonia.
Characterization of carbon
fibre-reinforced composite material
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03

In the field of healthcare, rapid diagnosis is already a demand being made by society and
which will have a great impact on the market. This line does research into solutions to
address this demand from a multidisciplinary, integrating perspective and is aware that
these are the keys to success in real applications.

MICROTECHNOLOGIES
FOR IN VITRO DIAGNOSTICS

In 2011, research focussed on the design of low-cost architectures that allow all the elements involved in the diagnostic system to be integrated and thus ensure compatibility with
the biological reactions to be measured.
The main results were:

• ARCHITECTURES FOR POC
(POINT OF CARE) PLATFORMS
To develop microfluidic architectures, a
design methodology that includes the standardising of the main components (microvalves, chambers, etc.) and fluidic control
protocols was devised. In accordance with
this methodology, an integrated platform
and a multi-chamber microfluidic chip were
developed; they enable independent analyses to be made since each fluidic circuit
comprises two inlets, a tank and a valve, a
pre-chamber for concentrating the sample,
a PCR chamber and an outlet valve.
• FLUIDIC MICRONEEDLES
The development of microneedles incorporating electrodes and fluidic microchannels
was a significant milestone. They allow drugs
to be delivered and neuronal activity to be
measured simultaneously, without being
highly invasive. Tests were carried out on the
delivery of drugs to the hippocampus and
the simultaneous recording of the neurological response.

Testing microfluidic cartridges
to prepare the sample

• BIOSENSORS
To detect the concentration of human DNA
samples, an experimentation platform that
uses electrochemical sensors was developed. The detection was carried out using
methylene blue dye as the interposer. The
measurements were taken by applying differential square wave voltammetry (SWV).
• OLED MINI-SCREENS
A significant advance was made in the
incorporation of OLED technology to produce information displays. Mini-screens
with OLED technology were built in the
laboratory. For this purpose, substrate
structuring techniques based mainly on
photolithography and controlled depositing
techniques of the active material were
tackled in a way similar to ink-jet printing.
IK4-IKERLAN is a member of CIC microGUNE
and IK4, with which it is coordinating its research activity. It is also collaborating with top
organisations like lMEC (Belgium), IMTEK
(Germany), the ICIQ (Spain) and CNM (Spain),
among others.
IK4-IKERLAN leads the European project
known as LABONFOIL.

Characterisation of microvalves
for fluidic control
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IK4-IKERLAN’S OWN LINES OF RESEACH

ENERGY GENERATION
AND STORAGE

The new systems of electrical energy storage are now a reality and are opening up business opportunities around two of the most important sectors of our industrial base: transport and energy. Last year, IK4-IKERLAN inaugurated its new Electrical Energy Storage
laboratory and this line of research has achieved significant advances in the development
of technologies and in the drawing up of methodologies to design and develop complete
storage systems based on batteries and ultracapacities.
The main ones are as follows:
• METHODOLOGY FOR THE SELECTION
OF CELLS AND MODULES
Depending on the type of end application,
the first version of a statistical methodology
was developed for selecting the storage
technology of lithium-ion and NiMH cells,
which can be extended to all the methodologies. This methodology allows selectioncritical parameters to be predicted, and in
addition the analysis times are cut by half.
• NEW MODELS OF ELECTRICAL
AND THERMAL BEHAVIOUR
OF LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES
The new hysteresis models for phosphate
technologies are the main feature of this
section. The new thermal models also enable the thermal behaviour of the cells to be
predicted within a broad spectrum.
On the basis of the new thermal models,
the design methodology for refrigeration
solutions based on the air and water of the
modules and battery packs has been optimized and streamlined.

Analysis of new lithium-ion technologies
at the new storage laboratory

Development of new control algorithms
and associated hardware (BMS)
for the development of lithium-ion
modules destined for the transport
and energy sector

• BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(BMS)
Progress was made in the development of
specific hardware/software for battery
management. What stands out in particular
are the control algorithms incorporating
advanced models for electrical hysteresis
that allow the critical functioning parameters, like state of charge (SOC), to be determined. New power and control equipment
topologies and specific energy management
strategies were also developed and selected.
• THERMAL MANAGEMENT
For the transport and energy sector, specific
methodologies were selected for efficient
thermal management and which allow the
overall design process of the different types
of systems to be optimized and accelerated,
thus substantially reducing development
times. The methodology impacts on the
optimization of critical aspects like cost,
overall efficiency, maintenance and improvement in the integration of these systems.
This line of research collaborates with
top research organisations like: CIC
energiGUNE,
Tecnun,
MU-MGEPMondragon
University
Faculty
of
Engineering, University of Oviedo, Ècole
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
(Switzerland), and ISEA of Aachen
(Germany).
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Contract R&D
Collaboration with companies

The value of IK4-IKERLAN’s work in resolving the R+D needs of companies was
once again confirmed in 2011. Despite
the situation of stagnation and economic
crisis, income from contracts signed with
different companies grew with respect to
the previous year and reached 14.5
million euros, with the main demand
coming from Transport and NonIndustrial capital goods. So the trust placed in our Centre by the business sector
needs to be underscored.

The map of clients
IK4-IKERLAN has responded to the needs of
the companies that have approached it seeking support for their R+D strategies. This confidence in the Centre’s know-how has made it
possible to maintain close, ongoing collaboration with leading companies like the CAF
GROUP, the ORONA GROUP, FAGOR GROUP,
ALSTOM Wind, ULMA, AMPO, ORMAZABAL,
COPRECI, etc. But it is also true that every
year more and more small and medium-sized
enterprises are embarking R+D+i projects.
This positive trend amounts to reinforcing the
strategic and leadership role played by IK4IKERLAN in the business environment, with
the management and running of research and
development projects that have shown themselves to be key in guaranteeing the competitiveness of SMEs in the province of Gipuzkoa
(Basque Country).
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Finally, the prominent role that IK4-IKERLAN is
gradually acquiring with increasing strength
from one year to the next in the marketing of
technology-based products, through its greater presence in the spin-off client base set up
under the auspices of the Centre, should also
be highlighted.

Guillermo Irazoki
Marketing Director

CONTRACT R&D - COLLABORATION WITH COMPANIES

Impact on product,
process and service

R&D Under Contract
by sector

Participation in strategic,
multi-client projects

What characterises IK4-IKERLAN is its commitment to driving forward economic development, which it understands as close collaboration with the business base in order to develop
innovative products. This hallmark has been
maintained over time and has turned the R+D
Centre into a leader in product development
with local companies.

The good results obtained by IK4-IKERLAN
in its commitment to co-operation with companies has turned into an increase in the
income secured by Research Under
Contract, the tough economic circumstances notwithstanding.

IK4-IKERLAN's strategic line with respect to
its close co-operation with companies does
not, however, prevent it from devoting a high
proportion of its results to strategic programmes promoted by the public administrations,
as they are considered to be necessary to
move future technological research programmes forward. Nevertheless, one of the most
valued conditions for participating in these
projects is that they should foster collaboration between companies and research
bodies and in line with the R+D centre’s main
commitment.

The commitment to working together with the
business base characterised the year 2011,
too. Throughout the year IK4-IKERLAN collaborated with a large number of companies
who are convinced that the incorporation of
added value into their products puts them in
strategic positions in their competitive
milieus, and that technology is a key factor in
improving their product/service offer. A significant milestone in 2011 was the development
of the G3A project roadmap for the ORONA
GROUP, as well as the specifying of the electrical energy storage infrastructure to be
incorporated into the ORONA’s GROUP IDEO
Innovation Centre.
This work is complemented by a fair number of
projects in which innovation is geared towards
bringing value to business processes, thereby
seeking to impact on other competitive key
aspects of companies.

Transport accounts for 20% of the income
from R+D projects Under Contract, which
makes it the sector in which the Centre engaged in the most co-operation. Not far behind
are the Energy and Non-Industrial Capital
Goods sectors, each accounting for 17% of
the income.
The impact map by sector is completed by
Industrial Capital Goods with 14% of income;
Healthcare 12%; Domestic Appliances 10%;
Services 5%; and that of Electronics and
Computing 4%. It is worth highlighting the
fact that the impact on the Health and Energy
sectors, earmarked as priority ones by the
Centre in its Strategic Plan currently in force,
is consolidating from one year to the next as
a result of focussing on marketing moves
within them.

Participation in the CENIT and ETORGAI
strategic programmes has been tremendously positive. In 2011, the Centre worked
on seven CENIT projects and six ETORGAI
projects in collaboration with top companies
like the CAF GROUP, the ORONA GROUP,
FAGOR GROUP, ULMA, ALSTOM WIND,
AMPO, FAGOR AUTOMATION, ORMAZABAL, etc. In them IK4-IKERLAN performs the
role of top technological partner and configures multi-annual strategic collaborations in
the field of R+D+i.
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05
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
Unit

Marcelino Caballero
Product Development
Unit Director

The true strength of organisations lies in
the capacity of the people belonging to
them to turn a problem into an opportunity and to keep a spirit of improvement
and progress alive. Today, no one doubts
that the immediate future is going to call
for large quantities of R+D+i from companies to maintain their positioning and
competitiveness in a global market.
2011 reinforced this positioning in the
generation / acquisition / transfer (R+D+i)
of technology that right now is occupying
IK4-IKERLAN's Product Development
Unit together with some of the Basque
Country's main industrial groups: Ampo
Valves, Fagor Group, CAF Group,
Ormazabal and Orona Group.
The demand for product development
technologies underwent a slight increase,
and in line with this growth in technology
transfer activity, the Unit continued to
improve and expand its research team
with the incorporation of ten new researchers as working partners.
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IK4- IKERLAN´S Own Research
In this second year of the Specialisation Plan
2010-2013 the Product Development Unit confirmed its commitments to technological specialisation in the following four lines of research:
L1-Embedded Systems; L2-Conversion and
Control of Power Electronics Systems; L3Design, Monitoring and Control of Mechatronic
Systems, and L4-Microtechnologies for in vitro
Diagnostics. Likewise, it continued to be
strongly committed to a balance in the generation / acquisition of technology, according to the
research work model that is the sum of the contributions by senior personnel alongside those
of the people doing their PhD theses or Master’s
dissertations. All this is in collaboration with the
principal top centres in each line of research.
The work to spread the results of the
Specialisation Plan itself in the sphere of IK4IKERLAN’s driving-force and collaborating
companies has made it possible to verify the
fact that this is (in terms of specialisation and
critical mass) in tune with the present and future needs of these companies, and that working
in a network with top centres benefits the revitalisation of IK4-IKERLAN´s own research and
the collaboration with companies in R+D+i.

R&D Under Contract
The consolidation of Project Leadership
Teams with driving-force, collaborating companies like Alstom Wind, Ampo Valves, CAF,
Fagor Group and the Orona Group needs to
be highlighted. These teams have helped to
improve structure and breathe new life into
the response to our clients; they have achieved this by sharing our clients’ problems, by
carrying out a detailed monitoring of the
collaboration, and by having precise knowledge of the needs of the companies and the
evolution of the sector in which they carry
out their activities.
The size and ambition of the collaboration projects with clients in 2011 in many cases required adapting the centre to the project development process of the driving-force companies.
These processes require research personnel
and a spirit for teamwork to achieve the optimum integration in the project teams and facilities of our clients. Our clients greatly appreciate this effort and commitment.
Finally, the end of 2011 reflects the good situation in the project portfolio of the Product
Development Unit in terms of quality and quantity, with an increase in the number of drivingforce companies and collaborators; and in
terms of participation in programmes like:
CENIT, INNPACTO and ETORGAI.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UNIT

NEW RANGE OF WASHING
MACHINES AND DISHWASHERS
OFFERING A GREATER
DEGREE OF EFFICIENCY

Fagor Group, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, is developing a new range of more efficient washing machines and dishwashers by
their cutting water, detergent and energy consumption as well as wash times.

The washing machine has two sensor systems: one measures the amount of washing
loaded by the user and the other the lack of
uniform distribution of the items inside the
drum, and acts on the control to reduce
imbalances during the spin drying phase.
A new concept of fast wash dishwashers is
also being tackled to handle small amounts of
crockery. For this purpose a washing test
bench which allows the washing variables
(temperature, pressure, water jet geometry,
etc.) to be modified, has been developed, so
that the effectiveness of different short-cycle
cleaning methods can be evaluated.

Evaluation of the new sensor
during the spin drying phase

KIT WITH TELEMONITORING
SERVICE OF PEOPLE’S
VITAL SIGNS

In collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, Fagor
Group is working on the development of a kit
with a service to telemonitor people’s vital
signs in their own homes.

This kit aims to improve the health of people
of all ages. Its design takes into consideration
the telemonitoring of health parameters, the
monitoring of vital signs, alerts, displays of
measurements made, and guided assistance
in moments of crisis.
The system can be executed on a range of
platforms and has the capability for making
diagnoses, establishing recommendations,
planning and monitoring changes in habits.
Its main feature is its integration with medical
services, and its contribution towards better
health monitoring by the individuals and the
medical service, where appropriate.

Telemonitoring and assistance
kit for people in their own homes
in the sphere of healthcare
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ORONA, the leading group in the European Market and with a great international presence
in mobility and vertical transport solutions, is one of the groups that invests most in R+D in
the European sphere. It should be pointed out that its growth strength lies in its commitment
to innovation. This commitment is led by its research centre Orona eic, which has the
University and R+D centres, with a significant presence of IK4-IKERLAN, forming part of its
network collaboration model.

VIRTUAL PLATFORM
FOR NEW DESIGNS
LIFTS EVALUATION

In collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, Orona is
developing simulation models that allow the
vibrations and strains generated (in the lift
and in the building) to be evaluated during the
lift operating cycle. The principal aim of this
activity is to improve the comfort of the user
and the robustness.

The models developed offer the following features, among others:
• In any kind of installation it is possible to
simulate the dynamic response of the lift,
taking its passengers, counterweight, cables
and traction machine into consideration.
• The effect exerted on the vibratory behaviour of the lift by deflections from the guides, possible assembly clearance, misalignments of the suspension system and
shock absorber parts can be analysed.
The main advantage of this virtual platform is
its capacity to evaluate the designs in their
very early phases, thus speeding up the
development process.

Virtual model and accelerations
obtained in the centre of the car
compared with the standard

SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE
AND VALIDATION
ENVIRONMENTS

ORONA, in collaboration with the MUMondragon University and IK4-IKERLAN, is
adopting model-based software engineering
processes to facilitate the cooperation between
diverse technological providers from earliest

stages of design space exploration, to preserve the intellectual property and knowledge and
also to cut the time-to-market for new product
developments. The main achievements for
2011 are:
• Co-simulators for the early validation of optimizing elevator traffic controllers in order to
improve the energy efficiency of the operation of elevator groups, to increase the availability of the elevator system and to handle
the elevator calls in special configurations.
• Simulator of a hydraulic elevator for the validation of the compliance of a modified elevator controller to the requirements of new
safety standards.
• Test infrastructures for the validation of new
positioning functions specifically intended to
optimize the cabin movement and the travelling comfort for the users.

Early validation of elevator
sub-systems based on co-simulation
and use of virtualizations
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UNIT

GSM/GPRS COMMUNICATION
CHANNEL BETWEEN
THE LIFT CAR
AND THE CALL CENTRE

ORONA is developing a new product that
enables a GSM/GPRS channel of communication to be established between the car and
the call centre. The new embedded system,
known as the M2M (Machine to Machine) link,
enables communications to be digitised and
the new safety standards of the elevation
sector to be met.

The M2M link, which is being developed in
collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, provides for
the hardware specification and design, as well
as the design and implementation of the software, following the Pragma methodology for
the design of embedded systems, based on
UML and object oriented design.
The new product will be incorporated into
ORONA’s Installation Architecture. It has a
scalable design that allows it to evolve to
the new 3G and 3.5G networks and opens
up a new field of potential within the framework of eConservation and the inclusion of
new services.

New machine to machine embedded
communication system for
the elevator sector

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR LIFTS

ORONA has developed an energy management system that improves the energy efficiency class of its lifts.
The system has been developed in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN. It generates every

power supply voltage needed to supply all the
lift elements, and it minimizes the normal operation mode and standby mode energy consumption.
In addition, the energy management system
has a small battery pack, which allows to
perform a rescue operation of the passengers inside the lift car in the event of a mains
failure. The battery management algorithm,
built into the energy management system,
monitors the state of health of the battery
pack in such a way that a rescue operation is
always guaranteed; and also it maximizes
the lifetime of the battery pack.

Prototype of the energy
management system
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DEPENDABLE SIL2 / SIL4
EMBEDDED PLATFORM
FOR RAILWAY TRACTION
CONTROL AND SIGNALLING
APPLICATIONS

The CAF Group, Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles, S.A. has an ambitious R+D
Plan that is contributing towards making transport more efficient, safer and comfortable when travelling by rail at medium and high speed. The R+D Plan is boosting research activity, co-ordinating technological activities and encouraging collaboration
among the various players, companies, universities and R+D centres, which includes
IK4-IKERLAN.
The CAF Group, in collaboration with IK4IKERLAN, is developing a SIL2 / SIL4
embedded platform that complies with the
EN-5012X railway safety standards and is
currently in a certification process with TÜV
Rheinland.
This platform, known as VEGA (Vehicle
Electronics for Generic Applications), has
been devised to address dependability,
modularity and universality requirements.
• Dependability: the platform supports the
execution of applications with the SIL2 /
SIL4 safety level. It has been developed with
a SIL4 life cycle, so that it can benefit applications requiring integrity levels of up to
SIL4.

The platform will be available this year to
develop applications for railway traction control and signalling.
• VEGA offers traction control applications
the capability demanded to execute
concurrent, real-time control of multiple
power subsystems, adaptable to required
computational performance, inputs / outputs and communication.
• VEGA offers the railway signalling applications like the SIL4 ERTMS/ETCS (European
Railway Traffic Management System /
European Train Control System) the capability of being tripled to form a SIL4 safety
computer known as the EVC (European
Vital Computer).

• Modularity: the platform is modular, multiprocessing and scalable. It allows multiple
cards to be integrated into the same rack
so that it can be adapted to the needs of
each type of application.
• Universality: the platform allows a broad
range of train-borne railway applications
(dependable and non-dependable) to be
executed on a single universal railway platform, for example, railway signalling and
traction control.

SIL2 / SIL4 dependable CPU card

Prototype of the dependable SIL2 / SIL4 EMBEDDED
platform for railway traction control
and signalling applications
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UNIT

NEW DC-DC CONVERTER
WITH MEDIUM-FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

Trainelec, S.L. in collaboration with IK4IKERLAN is developing new low weight and
compact DC-DC converters for their railway
traction applications.
The project stems out from a previously
developed 400 kW converter intended for

a train-tram application (a tram that operates
with two different types of power supplies),
based on a 600 Hz and 500 kg transformer.
In order to reduce volume and weight of the
whole conversion system, a high efficiency
converter has been designed and developed
based on a 400 kVA transformer operating at
5 kHz. This operating frequency has been reached thanks to the advanced magnetic materials employed in the transformer core and the
soft-switching techniques used in the semiconductors. The new prototype, designed
with IK4-IKERLAN’s own methodology, reduces volume substantially and reduces in a
84% previous transformer weight.

Initial transformer and the new
lightweight and compact medium
frequency transformer

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR PASSENGER
TRANSPORT

Traintic is exploring, in collaboration with IK4IKERLAN, the sustainable exploitation of
passenger transport in trams.

The research carried out within the framework
of the Cenit (National Strategic Consortia in
Technical Research) "Ecotrans" project has
developed the following modules, among
others:
• An energy management system for the
efficient driving of the tram that supervises
and manages the storage systems and
non-critical loads.
• An integral logistic environment for exploitation, which also provides for the energy
optimization of the trams as a whole.
• Design of a communication system between
trams (mobile server) and control centers.
A vehicle system – control centre data
model has also been developed, and another
for data exchange, taking into consideration
the mobility of the services and the mapping
of the two models to standard communication protocols.

Validation of the energy
management system
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ALSTOM Wind, a world leader in the generation of wind energy as a competitive source of
energy, is fully immersed in the development of the biggest offshore wind turbine in its catalogue, and is anticipating building the first two 6 MW prototypes in 2012, one on land and
the other off shore. IK4-IKERLAN is collaborating with ALSTOM Wind in the research and
development of offshore wind technologies. Some examples of this collaboration are as
follows:

CONTROL AND SUPERVISION
SYSTEM FOR OFFSHORE
WIND TURBINES

In collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, ALSTOM
Wind has developed new features geared
towards improving the reliability of the Galileo
control and supervision system for offshore
wind turbines. There have been three major
lines of work: communications with the various
sub-systems of the wind turbine, code generation using visual models, and the specifying of
a methodology for reliable development.
The new version of the control and supervision system, which has a new look, increases operation time in an environment with
reduced accessibility and offers the following advantages:

New version of the Galileo embedded
control and supervision system
for off-shore wind turbines

Lithography of Alstom Wind’s 6 MW Haliade
wind turbine with a 150 metre rotor and
direct drive generator formed
by permanent magnets
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• Modelling. The control logic of the new
wind turbine has been modelled using the
methodology specified in the software product line. Likewise, automatic code generation has been carried out using these
models.

• Communications. New functionalities
have been incorporated over EtherCat
technology. The most important is the
including of a ring topology for the machine’s internal communications which
improves its safety through working in a
redundant way.
• Platform. Work to redesign and optimize
the new hardware platform and the operating system has been completed to enable
the redundant topology described above to
be implemented.
A critical functionality of offshore wind turbines has also been incorporated: the control of
the rotor’s locking device. This functionality is
needed to allow access inside the wind turbine itself built off shore, and to carry out maintenance work.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UNIT

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OF OFFSHORE
WIND TURBINES

ALSTOM Wind has developed, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, a parametrical software tool to assist in the selection and
design of the wind turbine and its offshore
substructure.
The application enables models of finite elements to be automatically generated using

entry data provided by the user. The user can
choose between a machine that is floating or
resting on a substructure, and among the
various options available in each of them
(jacket, tripod, monopile, strawbag, gravity).
The final aim is to include all the parameters
needed to specify the substructure, the wind
turbine itself, the moorings and the foundations.
It also calculates the structural response of
the system when dealing with extreme loads
and fatigue, as well as the system’s dynamic
(modal) characteristics. The program takes
into consideration the various standards used
for the design of offshore substructures
(DNV).

Parametric software tool to assist in the
structural design of ALSTOM’s offshore
wind turbines

MONITORING
STRUCTURAL HEALTH

The monitoring system developed seeks to
detect faults in the structure in order to
correct them during scheduled preventive
maintenance tasks. The high cost involved
in stopping the wind turbines in remote places which are difficult to access is thus
avoided.

Algorithms used in another project have been
implemented in the system; that way faults that
may occur in the structure and sub-structure of
the wind turbine can be detected and located
by processing the data coming from the sensor
network.

Validation of structural health analysis
algorithms on the model of a jacket
substructure of a wind turbine
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AMPO VALVES is one of the leading companies in the manufacture of valves that work
under extreme conditions. It stands out in particular in the design and development of large
valves to work at high pressure and high temperatures, cryogenic valves, offshore valves
and valves for hostile applications. IK4-IKERLAN is collaborating in the technological challenges of AMPO VALVES by forming a working team which over the past year made progress in areas including the following:

OPTIMIZATION OF
CRYOGENIC VALVES

AMPO VALVES has carried out a number of
research activities designed to optimize the
range of valves for cryogenic services.
Collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN has consisted

of two main activities. In an initial phase, virtual models have been developed which enable the structural, thermal and fluidic behaviour of the valve to be analysed. A second
phase has seen the combining of the above
models with optimization methodologies to
streamline the design of the valve and cut its
cost, and thus maintain the requirements specified by customers.
Through these tools it has been possible to cut
the material in the main components by 15%
without compromising valve reliability. This
reduction in the material offers a significant
improvement in the cost and competitiveness
of the product.

Structural analysis of an
AMPO VALVES cryogenic valve

CUSTOMIZING SWING-CHECK
RETENTION VALVES

In collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, AMPO
VALVES has developed a computing application to study the behaviour of non-return,
swing-check valves. The software developed

has incorporated within it a set of multi-physical models coupled with each other in the
field of mechanics and fluids. These models
enable a virtual estimate to be produced on
the closing operation and load losses of valves of this type.
Automatically and through a user-friendly
interface, the application provides the engineering department at AMPO VALVES with the
necessary information to design and optimize
swing-check valves in line with its customers’
requirements. This software simplifies the
design work and cuts the response time given
to the customer.

Software for customizing the range
of swing-check retention valves
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UNIT

ELECTRICAL ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEMS
FOR SMART GRIDS

ORMAZABAL is exploring the integration
of electrical energy storage systems into
electrical generation and distribution systems (smart grids).

Within the framework of the ETORGAI ALIA2
project and in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN,
research is being done on the application of
energy storage systems based on lithium-ion
technology cells in two different spheres of
energy: support for the electricity distribution
grid, and the black start capability in electricity
power stations.
During 2011 progress was made on the design
and development of power electronics converters, which will be used to manage the charging and discharging of electrical storage systems as well as optimum energy use, in accordance with the requirements of the applications considered.

Development of the use of electrical energy
storage systems in the power grid
Source: Ormazabal

FLEXIBLE PRESSURE
SENSOR MATS

PRESSENSOR, S. L. has developed an
innovative flexible pressure sensor mat
for applications in which the detection of
any object or person by means of pressure on a surface may be needed.

The mat, developed in collaboration with IK4Cidetec and IK4-IKERLAN and based on polymer technology, can be fitted onto any surface like a plastic cover. Its main features are its
competitive price, its compatibility with the
manufacturing techniques of the electronics
sector, its adaptability to the dimensions and
geometry required, ease of installation, and
the possibility of incorporation into complex
systems.
Its main applications are as a safety mat for
machines, in precincts and lifts, fitted to seats
to detect passengers, stock replenishment
alerts on hypermarket shelves and warehouses, etc.

Examples of the applications of
the flexible pressure sensor mat
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LAULAGUN BEARINGS, S. A., manufacturer of slewing rings and special, large-sized bearings, supplies companies of recognised international prestige in the construction machinery and wind turbine manufacturing sectors.
Over the last 20 years, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, it has been developing calculation tools and test benches to go deeper into the knowledge of its products and guarantee
their designs.

BEARINGS TEST BENCHES
FOR THE WIND
ENERGY SECTOR

The LAULAGUN TEST CENTER, the R+D
centre of Laulagun Bearings, has developed
a bearings test bench for the wind energy
sector. IK4-IKERLAN has collaborated actively in the design of the bench and in its
control/monitoring and sensor system.

The bench has been designed so that it is
capable of subjecting the bearing to the extreme conditions of work of the wind turbine. It
enables the hostile, dynamic forces to be
applied to the bearing by means of a structure that is similar to a wind turbine blade. The
position of the bearing can be static or dynamic thanks to the application of a pitch movement.
With this test bench the Laulagun Test Center
is expanding its knowledge about bearing fatigue behaviour further, and ensuring the quality offered to its customers.

Example of a bearing from the
catalogue of LAULAGUN BEARINGS, S. A.

CALCULATING PROCEDURES
FOR THE VALIDATION
AND CERTIFICATION
OF BEARINGS

LAULAGUN BEARINGS, S. A., in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, has continued to
work on the research, development and
implementation of own calculation procedures for the validation and certification of its
bearings so that they meet the standards of
its customers and certification bodies. These
procedures are based, above all, on calculations using finite elements and on its own
koroaX® software.

The most innovative recent developments
have been detailed calculations of the bearing raceways. The calculation of the surface
pressures, deformations and stresses in the
ball-raceway contact zone when handling
different load states has been carried out by
means of the model-based characterization
of the material. The results of the calculation
make it possible to predict the load capacity
of the raceways and thus be able to optimize
their geometry in a responsive, straightforward way.

Detail of the stresses on the bearing elements in a
bearing of two row of ball bearings
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UNIT

MICROSPHERES CODIFIED
WITH QUANTUM DOTS
FOR IN VITRO DIAGNOSIS

PROGENIKA is conducting research, in
collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, into a
new technology for designing in vitro
diagnosis systems.

The research is exploring the possibility of
associating fluorescent particles on a nanometric scale, the so-called quantum dots, with
polymer microspheres with diameters of between 5 and 10 μm, and designed to produce
optical labels. These labels are subsequently
functionalised so that they will bind with the
biological probe (antibody, DNA fragment,
etc.), which is capable of specifically recognising a biomarker (protein, oligonucleotide).
This technology enables a multiparametric
analysis to be conducted, thus making it
possible to design in vitro diagnosis products
for the simultaneous detection of a variable
number of biomarkers in a straightforward,
economic and effective way.

Example of microspheres codified with
red-emitting quantum dots.
These spheres are used as labels to
identify biological substances in in vitro
diagnosis applications

FLOW CYTOMETER FOR THE
MULTIPARAMETRIC DIAGNOSIS
OF BIOLOGICAL PARTICLES

Ingenet, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, is developing a flow cytometry device to be used in the area of in vitro diagnosis within the framework of the Etorgai
BIODETEC project led by Progenika.

The device is oriented for multiparametric in
vitro analysis by microspheres of 5-10 μm
internally encoded in colour and intensity with
quantum dots or conventional fluorochromes.
The use of two excitation lasers and four
channels of fluorescence emission allows
detecting individually each of the microspheres, identifying his group of belonging, and
verifying if it has captured its target (biomarker
characteristic of the group).
One of the innovations in this development is
based on the use of a multi-anode photomultiplier device that allows a high level of integration of the subsystem for detecting fluorescence.

Optical bench of the flow cytometer
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DESIGN AND
PRODUCTION PROCESSES
Unit
Juan Carlos

Beitialarrangoitia
Design and Production
Processes Unit Director

The crisis notwithstanding, companies are
working and facing up to the future optimistically. They are endeavouring to get
their competitive edge based on an increase in their sales volumes by reducing response times and thus secure adequate
order books. They are also aiming for greater profitability, through cost containment
and cutting of financial expenses, and for
maximum efficiency in product customization, which is about offering the same level
of quality as that offered by standard products. And they are endeavouring to increase their productivity through the offer of
new products and/or services, diversification processes, networked production
models, advanced production systems,
networked production processes, quest
for new markets, etc.
The collaboration provided by the Unit is a
reference for companies in maintaining
their competitive edge and in increasing
productivity. In 2011, collaboration with
companies focused on specifying the
following: new business models; organisation of innovation and networked innovation processes; new value proposals
based on services; optimization and
improving of productivity in production
processes; and configuration of the company’s global service network for its
clients.
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Developing new value proposals
and new business models
The diversification and offer of new customized
value proposals (for products as well as services) are being developed through applying characterisation and innovation methods of new
business models and methodologies to specify
platforms for customizable services. The
various solutions developed in the home and
healthcare sphere together with the FAGOR
GROUP should be highlighted.

Efficiency of networked innovation
in companies
Based on an array of own methodologies and
techniques, the companies in collaboration
with IK4-IKERLAN are systematizing their
innovation processes by specifying longterm innovation strategies. They are marking
the paths to be followed to develop their products and services and setting up a portfolio
of projects and actions that will help them
achieve their business aims. The applications
carried out collaboratively at Orkli / Ceramat
and at the José Matía Calvo Foundation /
MATIA Innova should be highlighted. The
guidelines for specifying innovation strate-

gies geared toward action constitute a reference available to all companies through
Innobasque.

Increasing productivity and a
competitive edge
The benefits achieved by companies are: the
simplification of their processes; making the
response to the client flexible; the reuse and
formalisation of knowledge; the improvement
in and guarantee of service, the reconfiguration
of the supply network: assembly synchronisation and fine-tuning; cut in maintenance work
and an improvement in process productivity.
The applications carried out in collaboration
with Fagor Arrasate, ABC Compressors,
Copreci and Ampo should be highlighted.
The Unit continued to participate in the following projects in 2011: “REMPLANET - Resilient
Multi-Plant Networks” of the 7FP; “OPENBASQUE – Towards a model of open Innovation
based on Co-creation” of ETORTEK and
“HOUSGAI – Scalable, personalised adaptation
of homes and houses to promote active ageing
in a new model of care services” of ETORGAI.

DESIGN AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES UNIT

IK4-IKERLAN has a set of methodologies and tools designed to organise and systematise
innovation in companies. Systematising innovation so that clients can be offered higher
added value calls for establishing certain bases like: outlining a strategy for long-term
innovation; synchronising product development with the completion of technological
developments; and turning strategy into action by means of projects.

APPLYING ROADMAPPING
TECHNIQUES TO SPECIFY
INNOVATION STRATEGIES

From a conceptual perspective of a roadmap
shown in the figure, the roadmap traces a
long-term strategy for innovation and reflects
the paths leading to the desired destination
by means an action framework.
The action frameworks are the strategic paths
for innovation that direct technological development towards market goals. They make
sense of the roadmap by combining the following assets that are generated in the roadmapping process:
• The product and service concepts (types of
future offer) establish the final goals.
• The technological demonstrators (technological challenges) identify the critical crossroads towards which technical training needs
to head.
• The projects are tools for progressing along
the path (to develop technologies and capabilities).

Conceptual model
of a roadmap

cify a strategy for innovation geared towards
action. This method enables two key components to be generated:
• The R+D plan: comprises the main drivers or
market trends (future offer), the key functions
on the map of products and services, and
the technological lines and their development challenges in the form of demonstrators.
• The project portfolio: is deployed on the
basis of the R+D plan and comprises as key
elements the technology development projects to create the capabilities needed to
innovate.
This method can be applied to a range of sectors and realities, and over the last year IK4IKERLAN collaborated in drawing up roadmaps
with Orkli, Fagor Automation (position feedback systems), Informática 68 and Ojmar.

IK4-IKERLAN has drawn up a method
based on roadmapping techniques to spePhases in the methodology
based on roadmapping techniques
for specifying a strategy for innovation
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SPECIFICATION AND
DEPLOYMENT OF NETWORK
INNOVATION PROCESSES

Orkli and Ceramat, in collaboration with
IK4-IKERLAN, have designed a system
for managing innovation from the product
and business perspective. The system
provides for the specification and the
validation of innovation processes by
means of real interventions, and has
yielded the following results.

Members of the Orkli, Ceramat
and IK4-IKERLAN working team
in the process of specifying the
innovation roadmap

• The processes for specifying innovation
strategies within the scope of product and
business.
• The tools and criteria for setting up the
annual innovation portfolios.
• The criteria for analysing the results of the
innovation process, on the portfolio as well
as on the strategic level.
• A committee-based organisation for
orchestrating the innovation processes.
• A basic structuring of the support information system.
• The mechanisms for developing a collaborative and innovation culture at the
intra- and inter-organisational levels.

ORGANISING R+D+I
TO SUPPORT PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

The José Matía Calvo Foundation and
MATIA Innova have redesigned the way
they organise their R+D+i in response to
the innovative dynamic of the MATIA
GROUP to identify opportunities and
encourage creativity and innovation.

In close collaboration with the MATIA-INGEMA Institute for Gerontology Foundation and
IK4-IKERLAN, it has developed three strands
of the model:
• The formalisation of R+D+i in the specialisation plans and roadmaps for research and
development.
• Design of the process and specification of
the organisational structure corresponding
to the service of the strategic lines of research.
• Design of the management set-up.

Caption: R+D+i organisation
model oriented towards
business
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The project mainly affects the organisation of
the process to create knowledge; in other
words, the scientific watch phases and leadership in knowledge capture and, above all,
the design of an R+D organisation at the service of innovation.

DESIGN AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES UNIT

BUSINESS MODEL
FOR NEW SOLUTIONS
IN THE HOME

Fagor Group, a pioneer in offering innovative products and services to improve the life quality of individuals in their own homes, is developing new solutions in the spheres of health,
physical exercise, safety, active ageing, energy resource management, and others. Against
the background of this aim and in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN and other strategic partners, it is developing, among other things, the telemonitoring of health parameters explained on page 17, in addition to the following projects.
Fagor Group, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN and other strategic partners, has designed a new business model with three future
aims: it should be profitable, sustainable in
time, and designed to act as an economic

driving force in the area. The new model is
based on personalised solutions the hubs of
which are knowledge of people and an adequate integration of products and services
(developed by Fagor Group or by third parties)
that adapt to the needs existing in the home.
These innovative solutions are personalised
and offer significant support for those people
who wish to manage their own health, wellbeing, safety and that of their loved ones, as
well as a more sustainable behaviour from
their homes. These people will feel that they
are receiving the right support whenever they
request it.

Conceptual vision of the model
for a healthy lifestyle that is self-managed
from the home

SOLUTIONS FOR MANAGING
HEALTH BASED ON A PLANNER
OF HEALTHY EATING HABITS
AND EXERCISE

Fagor Group, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, is developing new applications for planning
food and physical exercise. This planner takes
into consideration the physiological characteristics of each person and the diet and physical
activity guidelines recommended by nutritionists
and experts in physical activity.

The new applications of the planner consider a
new group of variables comprising different allergies / intolerance (lactose, egg, shellfish, fish,
gluten…) and disorders (diabetes, hypertension,
hypertriglyceridemia, high cholesterol, etc.).
It also takes into account new diets (maintenance, weight loss and weight gain) and physical
exercise plans (beginner, improvement and
maintenance) so that the user can choose the
one that suits him or her best.

Help window for configuring
the daily menu
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IMPROVEMENT IN PRODUCTIVITY
IN THE MACHINING
PROCESSES OF HEADS

ABC Compressors, with its compressors
installed in over 120 countries, has implemented a plan to improve the productivity
of its machining plant. This plan is aligned
with the business strategy of guaranteeing

the supply of heads to the two new compressor assembly plants which the company has opened in China and Brazil.
The improvement in the machining process,
achieved in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN,
has tackled a whole range of aspects, from
new machining strategies to rapid change,
including the redesign of products and components and the participation of tool manufacturers.
The anticipated results will lead to a considerable increase in the machining capacity of
the plant at company headquarters, and will
guarantee the response to the company’s
strategy for growth without needing to make
further investments in machinery.

Compressor head manufactured
at the machining plant at the
headquarters of ABC Compressors

OPTIMIZING THE MACHINING
PROCESS OF VALVE BODIES

In response to the increase in sales, in
particular in specific families of valves,
AMPO/POYAM VALVES has optimized its
machining process to ensure that the
supply of valve bodies will meet assembly
line needs.

In the design of the new machining process
developed in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN,
the machining operations to be transferred to
other auxiliary machines of the company have
been identified, evaluated and selected in a
way that will guarantee the required quality,
cost and deadlines.

The machining of valve bodies calls
for highly specialised machines, and
the level of investment required hinders the possibilities of increasing
capacity.

The new machining process guarantees supply
to meet the anticipated demand without needing to resort to subcontracting.

Valve from the AMPO Valves catalogue
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NEW GLOBAL CONFIGURATION
OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN
FOR ALUMINIUM VALVES

Copreci has analysed, in collaboration
with IK4-IKERLAN, the current Supply
Chain (SC) structure with the aim of specifying a new configuration that will enable the global efficiency in supplying the
market with aluminium valves to be
improved.

The analysis has looked at a set of scenarios
with different demand assumptions, locations
for dispatch consolidation, localizations of production plants, delivery modes (INCOTERMS),
transport modes, interest and exchange rates,
customs duties, etc.
By means of simulation techniques, figures for
cost and delivery time indicators were estimated which have provided valuable information
to COPRECI's decision making with respect to
the new configuration of its Supply Chain.

Process to generate and evaluate alternatives
for the configuration of Copreci´s Supply Chain

SYNCHRONISED ASSEMBLY
OF CAPITAL GOODS

Fagor Arrasate has implemented an organisational change affecting synchronised
stamping assembly, in collaboration with
IK4-IKERLAN. This change affects also
subcontractors, guarantees delivery times,
improves fine-tuning results and cuts

assembly costs. It also facilitates the standardization of processes and good practices among the company’s various plants,
and simplifies their management.
Synchronised assembly is a management
model that applies to the capital goods
industry. This industry is characterised by the
developing of projects that are technically
very complex, involve high costs, are highly
customised, and with a design and construction process is difficult to standardize.
This organisational change has been successfully tried out in the development of a line of
presses which Fagor Arrasate has developed
for Volkswagen.

Partial view of the stamping line
that Fagor Arrasate has designed
and built for Volkswagen
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ENERGY
Unit
Francisco Javier
Blanco
Energy Unit
Director

The energy sector is in the midst of a
revolution worldwide; the penetration
percentage of renewable energies and
more distributed generation systems is
constantly on the increase. We are also
witnessing the beginnings of the transition towards new energy models for the
transport sector that are less dependant
on fossil fuels and more efficient. At the
same time, energy is emerging more and
more as a strategic variable in the development of new products and services
designed to increase the competitiveness of companies.
The group of people who make up the Energy
Unit is collaborating with our industry in strategic fields geared towards the sustainable
development of the energy sector. The development of technologies in such competitive
sectors like the electrical storage of energy,
the thermal management of various products
and the development of systems to generate
electrical and thermal energy based on more
efficient or renewable technologies are becoming consolidated within the Unit’s offer, and
are already established within the technological demand of our clients as they contribute
differential value to the market.
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To go on expanding our knowledge and portfolio of solutions and to support the future
technological needs of companies sustainably in time, the Unit has worked to generate technology by continuing with its model for
acquiring knowledge, training new researchers and incorporating new expert research
personnel. Alongside this, fresh investments
have been made that enable new products
with high added value to be developed for
industry, like the recently inaugurated laboratory for electrical energy storage systems and
the expanding of the capabilities of the thermal management laboratory.

IK4-IKERLAN´S Own Research
At the halfway point in the Specialisation
Plan 2010-2013 research work has now been
reinforced and its result in the contribution of
differential technological value to the market
in the short and medium term is already
becoming visible. Research work has enabled significant advances to be made in the
acquisition and generation of knowledge and
technology in the Energy Generation and
Storage line. The advances in Thermal
Management Technologies and Electrical
Energy Storage that support the Unit’s offer
of global value in the energy sector should be
highlighted.

R&D Under Contract
2011 was a year that saw growth in the
demand for R+D projects Under Contract.
Worth pointing out is the fact that five new
pieces of work have been set up in the field of
electrical energy storage and thermal management; they constitute great challenges for
industrial development, and the portfolio of
clients has been considerably expanded. In
this growth in the industrial sector’s commitment a significant impact has been made by
the highlighting of the combination of key
knowledge and technologies of the IK4-IKERLAN areas as a whole in the development of
products and services that incorporate the
energy variable. This increase in development
activity in R+D Under Contract enables the
future to be faced with optimism, thanks to a
balance between the commitment to Own
Research in the medium and long term aligned with the future demands of our clients,
and in the reinforced offer in R+D Under
Contract of new technologies, products and
services that exert a broad impact on the
energy sector.

ENERGY UNIT

ELECTRIC STORAGE
SYSTEMS AND ENERGY
MANAGEMENT IN LIFTS

ORONA, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, is developing an electric storage system based on lithium-ion cells for residential lifts.

The selection of the optimum cell, the operation modelling behaviour and the degradation
are essential tasks to design and size the
energy storage system.

Firstly, the consumption features of the lift
itself were specified and then the sizing of the
energy storage system was carried out.

The process to select the optimum lithium-ion
cell is based on a methodology developed by
the centre allowing to reduce the selection
times of suitable technology.
The project is in the process of degradation
analysis of the storage system and in the
design of thermal management system to
ensure a long life as possible.

Temperature distribution in a pack
of lithium-ion batteries

ELECTRICAL ENERGY
STORAGE MODULE BASED
ON LITHIUM-ION CELLS

Trainelec is developing an electrical storage module based on lithium-ion batteries for the railway sector, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN.

This project involves developing a battery
management system (BMS) to control the
level of energy in the battery. This is designed
to ensure that the batteries are used as efficiently as possible and operate within their
safety range.
Last year saw work on two of the main challenges to create a BMS: an estimation of the
battery’s state of charge (SOC) and state of
health (SOH). An electronic card (BMS) and
control algorithms have been developed for
this purpose. These algorithms will prevent
unwanted interruptions in the system; they will
protect the batteries against overcharging /
discharge; and they will carry out the required
electrical management of the batteries in
order to prolong their useful life.

Validation tests on the BMS
electronic card for lithium-ion batteries
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ANALYSING LITHIUM-ION
BATTERIES FOR
ELECTRICALLY-ASSISTED
PEDAL BICYCLES

Quipplan Mobility is a young enterprise
devoted to the design and manufacture of
electrically power assisted bicycles.
IK4-IKERLAN has collaborated with Quipplan
Mobility in the analysis of the lithium-ion battery

that equips its bicycles. The aim has been to
offer its customers the greatest guarantee
possible, since the battery is a key component in electrically power assisted bikes owing
to its function and cost.
In the project, the specifications described by
the manufacturer have been analysed, as has
the aging process of the battery in the most
demanding conditions of use.
The results and tests indicate that battery
capacity and useful life under normal conditions are similar to those stated by the manufacturer and that at very low temperatures
they meet customers' expectations.

Degradation testing of lithium-ion
batteries for electrically power
assisted bicycles

FAST FREEZING SYSTEM IN
DOMESTIC REFRIGERATORS

The Fagor Group is developing, in collaboration with IK4-IKERLAN, a system that
reduces the time required to freeze food.
Fast freezing offers the following benefits:
it lessens the risk of bacteria proliferation
and reduces the loss of liquid and texture
of the food.

The development of the system is based on
the design of a equipment that applies 3D
airjet stream technologies and uses ad-hoc
materials to incorporate a rapid freezing drawer into the freezer.
Tests on the first prototypes of the Fast freezing
drawer show a considerable reduction in freezing time. Work is being done at present to
optimize the components of the refrigeration
system, and, as a result, even shorter freezing
times are anticipated.

ULTRACOOL fast freezing drawer
built into the domestic refrigerator freezer
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ENERGY UNIT

TRANSFORMING BIOMASS
INTO SYNTHETIC FUELS

In collaboration with IKERLAN-IK4,
Legoriza is doing research into incorporating a fast pyrolysis step in a process to
produce synthetic fuels.

The first phase covered the design, building
and validation at ambient temperature of an
E1:1 scalefunctional prototype to be fed with
half a tonne of biomass per hour.
The project continued defining the integration
of the pyrolysis step into the company’s process. Prior to that, a series of tests were performed in order to specify the processes conditions and equipment that offered the greatest
guarantees for the type of biomass used by the
company.
The most outstanding results were the biomass
feed / fluidization flow ratio achieved (1/0.5),
the ability for treating biomass with high ash
content, and the good energy efficiency of the
process.

Checkpoint of the rapid
pyrolysis pilot plant

HEAT RECOVERY
SYSTEM USING WOOD
STOVE’S COMBUSTION
GASES

Whiting a European consortium, comprising
six companies and three research centres, a
novel system for recovering the heat from the
combustion gases in the flue, in domestic
wood-burning stoves, is being developed.
The system is based on a fumes-water heat
exchanger connected to the house’s heating

system, a motorized control valve for draught
control, and a flexible, corrosion-resistant,
ceramic liner for the flue. Owing to its great
versatility, the system being developed could
be applied for the retrofitting of stoves already
in operation, as well as for the development of
new domestic stoves.
In this phase of the project, IK4-IKERLAN has
participated in the design and development of
the heat recovery system, as well as in the
stove’s control system.

Wood stove with the INTELLIFLUE
heat exchanger in the flue
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Looking to the future:
STRATEGY AND COLLABORATION DESIGNED
TO ENHANCE COMPETITIVENESS
Companies today are facing one of the most aggressive competitive environments we
have experienced and which is caused by the crisis and world recession affecting nearly
all countries. In this context the generation of competitive value that can set Basque
companies apart is emerging as the most important model to address this difficult
situation, and innovation is one of the cornerstones for creating it.
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Innovation as
the driving force
of competitiveness

Aligning the Innovation
strategy of companies with
their business strategy

Alliances for developing
competitive technological
innovation

The principal ally in generating competitive
value is innovation, and it is of particular
importance in those companies in which their
product-process-service is underpinned by
all-important technology, something that is
becoming increasingly clearer in the BACBasque Autonomous Community (region).
However, competition with companies that
are much bigger than those of the BAC is a
fact, and as a result, the means of the companies in the BAC to compete in innovation
are also inferior compared with those of their
benchmark competitors. The executives
leading successful businesses know that
people and an efficient and effective structure
play a key role the success of the business,
and this is also true as far as innovation is
concerned.

Now, more than ever, the meagre resources
we can devote to developing innovations that
can make us more competitive need to be
administered intelligently, which means that
every single euro that companies and the
Country invest in innovation must be put to
good use. But this optimum use requires
companies firstly specifying a Strategy for
Innovation that addresses a Strategic
Positioning of the Business in sectors, markets, niches, etc. This Strategy for Innovation
enables the innovative creativity of people to
focus on generating competitive value for the
target markets that the Business has turned
into a priority.

The BAC enjoys a privileged position as
regards organisations that are focusing their
activity on developing avant-garde scientific
and technological knowledge and transferring
it to companies to reinforce their competitive
position, and among these organisations the
Research and Technology Centres are key
players.

So, a Business Strategy and a Strategy for
Innovation are essential driving forces of
innovation.

The difficulties that companies face when
trying to keep up with the innovation train of
their competitors can only be surmounted if a
different strategy is followed, and this strategy involves outsourcing part of their R+D+i
through alliances with agents of innovation
in order to move the company's Strategy for
Innovation forward; IK4 is committed to that
strategy.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE.

The role of the
Administrations as
driving forces
There is another player that is also playing a
key role in generating the competitive capacity
in the Basque Country: the Administration. The
PCTI (Science, Technology and Innovation
Plan) 2015, as the highest exponent of the
BAC’s strategy for science and technology has
already pointed this out in its basic principles:
the present moment is one of intense collaboration between agents and companies and of
focusing on actions on different levels to concentrate capacities and efforts geared towards
generating the current and future competitiveness of the business base.
In short, the moment has come to promote,
above everything else, all possible collaboration among Governments, Agents of the
Basque Network of Science, Technology and
Innovation (RVCTI) and companies, by prioritising strategic approaches clearly oriented
towards generating competitive value in the
business of companies in the short, medium
and long term, and making the optimization of

the scarce resources a priority. What we have
at stake here is the competitiveness of companies, the jobs that are so crucial, and, at the
end of the day, the Basque Country's future.

IK4-IKERLAN’s offer
The research into advanced technology developed by IK4-IKERLAN enables Basque companies to take up positions in new markets
and/or win clients over from their competitors, which in turn contributes decisively
towards the development of the Country; but
maintaining investment in generating knowledge to guarantee future competitiveness is
also a key aspect.

IK4-IKERLAN has wide experience in collaborating with leading companies to align their
Business Strategies, their Strategies for
Innovation, and their development by means
of strategic collaboration with research and
technology centres and Universities. This
approach involving innovation in collaboration
has revealed clear advantages in various
client companies of the Centre. That is why
we want companies to regard IK4-IKERLAN
as the networked innovation node that drives
forward and integrates the knowledge of international centres and universities into the bids
of the business base.

IK4-IKERLAN is committed to the challenge
of accompanying companies on their path
towards competitiveness; that is why technology transfer to the business base has been
and will continue to be one of the Centre’s
hallmarks.
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News 2011

INAUGURATION
Of the new
Power Storage Systems
Laboratory
September 26, 2011

The installations located in the IK4-IKERLAN
building of the Álava Technological Park
have had a budget of 1.5 million euros,
financed by the Ministry of Science and
Innovation.

NEWS

New SPIN-OFF of
IK4-IKERLAN
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Marcin Pacek,
POC MicroSolutions Director
“POC MicroSolutions a newly created company, offers solutions of Point of Care for in
vitro molecular diagnostic based on Lab on a
Chip disposable plastic and customized for
specific pathologies".
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Personnel, funding
and summary of activities

PERSONNEL
Staff

215

Staff in training

43

43

INCOME

21.8 Milion euros

Contract R&D

14.5

IKERLAN's Own Research

5.8

Other income

1.5

1.5

INCOME BY SECTOR FOR
CONTRACT R&D PROJECTS

20%

Non-industrial capital goods

17%

Energy

17%

Industrial capital goods

14%

Health

12%

Electrical appliances

10%

Services

5%

Electronics - Computing

4%

Others

1%

Own funds
Millions of euros

5.8

14.5

14.5 Milion euros

Transport

INVESTMENT

215

0.6 Milion euros
0.6

1%

4%

5%

10% 12% 14% 17% 17%

20%

TECNOLOGICAL DIFFUSION
Articles and papers

84

Supervision of final-year projects

43

PhD students

48

41
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General organization

KNOWLEDGE AREAS
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

DESIGN AND
PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Mechanical engineering

Strategic innovation

Mechanical design

Design and production
technologies

Control engineering
and power electronics
Electronics

Information
technologies

ENERGY
Alternative generation
systems
Combustion
technologies and
thermal processes

Communications
Sensors
Microsystems
Software technologies
Micro-nanotechnology Laboratory
(Garaia Innovation Centre,
Arrasate-Mondragón)

Headquarters
(Arrasate-Mondragón)
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Energy laboratory (Technology Park of Alava)

10

2

Corporate and
management bodies

GOVERNING COUNCIL
President

Iñaki Aranburu

Vice-president

Aron Pujana

Secretary

Roberto Pacios

Members

Vicente Acha
Javier Aranceta
Igor Armendariz
José Miguel Arregui
Iñaki Arriola
Xabier Eguibar
María Elejoste
Xabier Gorritxategi
Fernando Ipiña
Juan M.ª Palencia
Iban Retolaza
Pedro Ruiz de Aguirre

MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
Managing Director

Javier Mendigutxia

Marketing Director

Guillermo Irazoki

Product Development Unit Director

Marcelino Caballero

Design and Production Processes Unit Director

Juan Carlos Beitialarrangoitia

Energy Unit Director

Francisco Javier Blanco

Energy Unit Deputy Director

Ander Laresgoiti

Organization and Resources Director

Juan Manuel Pagalday

Research and Knowledge Director

Ana Isabel Martínez Esnaola

Product Development and Energy Units Project Director

Finance Director

José Luis Larrañaga

.

Agurtzane Garai

ACCOUNT AUDITORS
Juan Carlos Astiazarán
Mari Carmen Ayastuy
Iñigo Aranburu
José Javier Sáenz de Buruaga
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Company members

ASSOCIATES
Abantail, S. Coop.
ABC, S. A.
Alecop, S. Coop.
Ampo, S. Coop.
Ceramat, S. Coop.
Conatec, S. A. L.
Copreci, S. Coop.
Dikar, S. Coop.
Embega, S. Coop.
Fagor Arrasate, S. Coop.
Fagor Automation, S. Coop.
Fagor Ederlan, S. Coop.
Fagor Electrodomésticos, S. Coop.
Fagor Electrónica, S. Coop.
Fagor Industrial, S. Coop.
Ingeteam Technology, S.L.
Irizar, S. Coop.
Laulagun Bearings, S.A.
Mondragón Sistemas de Información, S. Coop.
Orkli, S. Coop.
Orona, S. Coop.
Osatu, S. Coop.
Transcalor, S. L.
Ulma Packaging, S. Coop.
Ulma Servicios de Manutención, S. Coop.
Ulma Manutención, S. Coop.
Wingroup, S. Coop.
ZIV Aplicaciones y Tecnología, S. A.
Zubiola, S. Coop.

COLLABORATING MEMBERS
Caja Laboral. Euskadiko Kutxa
MONDRAGÓN, S. Coop.
Mondragon Goi Eskola Politeknikoa
The final product photos that
appear between pages 17 and
40 have been lent by the companies
listed in these pages
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Pº. J. Mª Arizmendiarrieta, 2
20500 Arrasate-Mondragón (Gipuzkoa)
Tel. +34 943 712400
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www.ikerlan.es

